
Explain a bit about the store. When was the store founded?
The store was founded in 2018 and designed in such a way to speak to 
cabin living and outdoors lifestyles while catering to a design enthusi-
astic crowd.  The store as an experience is proof that retail is not dead 
(boring retail is dead, however).  The goal was to create a memorable 
environment and show contemporary brands doing great things in their 
respective spaces. 

The store is predominantyl plywood and all displays are handmade by 
Robert, the owner.  It has a very contemporary, log cabin-y vibe.  Our 
customers love shopping in store but our website is fully functional too.  
We ship all over the globe!

Where is the store?
The store sits at the base of Shenandoah National Park in a sweet small southern town, Sperryville VA, 70 miles outside 
of Washington DC.  Just down the street is one of the main entrances to the park so we see a ton of weekend and day 
trip adventure seekers.  Also, one of the East Coast’s most famous hiking destinations, Old Rag, is just steps from Sper-
ryville.  The Shenandoah Mountains are famous for the Appalachian Trail and Skyline Drive.  Tons of cabins, new and 
very old, populate the surrounding hills.

What brands do you carry?
We have our own line of Happy Camper Equipment Co (HCECo) goods but in bags & apparel we proudly carry Fjall-
raven, Topo Designs, Herschel Supply Co., Banks Journal, The Quiet Life, Darn Tough Socks, Pennine Hiking Gear, 
Schott NYC, and Woolrich In the home goods / cabin vibes department: Boy Smells candles, W&P design, Faribault 
blankets, etc.  In apothecary we have Ursa Major, Duke Cannon, Ernest Supplies and Blind Barber.  For gear we have 
specialized stuff from VSSL and MSR to Coghlans and Lite my Fire.

How do you decide on brands to show?
We try to think outside the box and pair contemporary brands in categories like surf & skate with traditional outdoor 

brands like Fjallraven and Topo.  And we probably have far more candles than any of 
the big box outdoor retailers will have but that’s just part of the way we do things.  A 
little outdoorsy, a little designy, a little cabin vibes-y.

What are your favorite outdoor spots?
Favorite spots have to be some of the local hikes in our backyard.  We are literally a 
gateway to some really incredible hiking.  Old Rag during the week is a favorite.  Little 
Devil Stairs is a well kept secret.  And there’s some great rafting & tubing on the other 
side of the mountains if you’re looking for water adventures.  Sky diving is down the 
road too if you like jumping out of planes.

Do you think there is a crossover between everyday and outdoor style?
Absolutely!  Some of our favorite brands are leaders in contemporary surf & skate 
from the West Coast and they pair really well with colorful bags from Topo Designs 
and even more mainstream items from Herschel Supply Co.  Given our proximity to 
DC, we see more and more urbanites pulling their wardrobes from the outdoor cate-
gories.  It’s a nod to what they enjoy on the weekends.

What plans does the store have for the future?
We are building out our manufacturing presence so expect to see bags, blankets and other soft goods manufactured 
by Happy Camper Equipment Co!  Our squirrel mascot is going to be on everything!  We are amidst setting up our 
own workshop and already have a bunch of great vintage commercial sewing machines, cutting tables and fabrication 
equipment. Look for #MadeInSperryville and additional store locations in the coming years.  We’re just getting started!
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